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Abstract

HCPortal is an online portal focusing on
historical cryptology. The structure of the
portal is logically divided into modules.
In this paper, we are presenting three new
modules focusing on teaching and promot-
ing cryptology. The first module is called
Education. It contains a demonstration of
selected classical ciphers and their respec-
tive cryptanalytic techniques. The sec-
ond module focuses on nomenclators. The
third module represents a virtual museum
of historical ciphers.

1� Introduction

The�Portal�of�Historical�Ciphers�(HCPortal)�is�an�
online�portal�consisting�of�several�web�pages�and�
tools�(logically�divided�into�modules).�Each�mod-
ule�represents�a�specific�topic�related�to�historical�
cryptology.

In� the� first�y ears�o f�d evelopment,�a �s eries�of�
modules�were�released.�These�modules�are:�Home�
page�(entry�point�of�the�portal�with�navigation�and�
information�centre),�ManuLab�and�ManuLab�on-
line�(software�product�for�statistical�analysis,�with�
a�public�API�and�example�web�page),�Tools�and�
web� pages� (links� to� external� projects)� and�Glos-
sary�(glossary�for�historical�cryptology,�including�
codes�and�nomenclator� terminology).� The�portal�
also� features�a� special�Database�of�cryptograms,�
containing�a�collection�of�cryptograms.�A�detailed�
overview� of� these� modules� is� available� in� Antal�
and�Zajac�	2020).

In�2020,�new�modules�were�designed�and�devel-
oped�(some�of�them�are�still�in�progress)�focusing�
on� teaching�and�promoting�cryptology.� The�first�
module�is�called�Education.� It�contains�a�demon-
stration�of�some�classical�ciphers�and�their�respec-
tive� cryptanalytic� techniques.� Each� technique� is�
accompanied� by� a� visualization.� Currently,� its

main� use� is� as� a� support� tool� for� a� Classical� Ci-
phers�course�at�the�Slovak�University�of�Technol-
ogy�in�Bratislava.

The� second� module� focuses� on� nomenclators.�
This�module� is�not� yet� released� to� the�public.� It�
contains� a� special� online� tool� designed� to� create,�
use,�and�share�nomenclator�keys.�The�second�part�
of� this� module� is� a� special� client-server� applica-
tion.� The�server�contains�an�online�database�con-
taining� digitized� nomenclator� keys� with� a� public�
API.�The�client�part�is�a�desktop�application�(with�
access� to� the� server�part)� that� supports� transcrip-
tion�of�nomenclator�keys�from�images.

The� third� module� represents� a� virtual� museum�
of�historical�ciphers.� It�is�built�on�a�virtual�reality�
framework� supported� by� modern� web� browsers.�
The� goal� is� to� promote� public� interest� in� ciphers�
using�modern�technologies.� This�module�is�also�a�
work�in�progress,�and�not�yet�released�to�the�pub-
lic.� The� estimated� release� date� of� the� nomen�
clator�and� virtual� museum� modules� is� at� the� end�
of� the�year�2021.

2� The�Education�Module

There� are� several� websites� on� the� internet,� dedi-
cated� to� historical� cryptography.� Some� of� them,�
including� dCode� (2020),� Cryptii� (2020),� CTO�
(2020),� provide� implementations� of� different�
classical�ciphers.� These�and�similar�other�sources�
pro-vide� students� with� an� opportunity� to� interact�
with� the� cipher� algorithm� and� learn� basic�
encryption�and�decryption�steps.�However,�there�is�
only�a�limited� number� of� publicly� available� tools�
that� contain� fully� described� algorithms� used� in�
cryptanalysis.� Moreover,� a� lot�of� the� sources� for�
cryptanalytic� techniques� lack� interactive�
visualization� that� is� suitable� for� educational�
purposes.

The�primary�goal�for�the�inclusion�of�the�Educa-
tion�module�to�HCPortal�was�to�support�an�online�
education�in�our�course�Classical�Ciphers�taught�at
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the�Slovak�University�of�Technology�in�Bratislava.�
However,� we� have� designed� the� tools� in� such� a�
way,� that� they�can�be�used�by�other�students�and�
the�general�public.

The�Education�module�is�a�collection�of�interac-
tive� tools�with�graphical�visualization�of� the�data�
designed� for�a�better�understanding�of�attacks�on�
selected�classical�ciphers.�At�the�moment,�the�Ed-
ucation�module�contains�1

• Brute-force attack on Caesar Cipher

• Hill-Climbing attack on Simple Substitution
Cipher

• Friedman test and brute-force attack on
Vigenère Cipher

Currently available attacks were implemented
in Angular. The implemented attacks are acces-
sible through the navigation menu option or the
main screen (Figure 3).

Each demonstrated attack is divided into logical
steps. For visualization, we attach special cards to
each of these steps. There are three card types,
which are distinguished by the color of the left
border (Figure 1). The cards are used to describe
details of the current step of the attack, to display
the computed results, or to serve as user input.
The Education module is available at the follow-
ing web address: https://www.edu.hcportal.
eu.

2.1 Brute-force Attack on Caesar Cipher

The first implemented attack is a brute-force attack
on Caesar Cipher. The Caesar cipher is a simple
type of substitution cipher suitable as a basic intro-
duction to the topic of encryption algorithms even
for young children. It replaces every plain text let-
ter with a different one. Each letter is shifted by n
letters in the used alphabet (26 letters for the En-
glish alphabet). The shift is defined by the key
(originally, Caesar used a shift by 3 letters). The
keyspace is very small, there are only 25 possible
shifts (if we exclude the identity).

Despite the fact that Caesar Cipher can be
cracked easily by hand, a good example can be
created to demonstrate a brute-force attack. We
have also decided that the Caesar cipher example
is a good way to introduce a more general topic

1Additional specialized attacks on transposition ciphers
will be also included soon.

Figure 1: Education module - cards description

of frequency analysis, which is used to break the
general monoalphabetic substitution cipher.

The demonstration in our tool consists of the
following steps. In the first step, a short descrip-
tion of the Caesar cipher is presented in an info
card. The next card is used by the student to set
up the input plaintext for the example. Currently,
we only allow using English text as an input. Af-
ter the input plaintext and the key is provided, the
ciphertext is computed by the engine and passed
to the next step.

Frequency analysis is performed on the en-
crypted text. From the obtained result we are
guessing the used language by the index of coin-
cidence (Figure 5). The measured index of coin-
cidence is compared with the reference value of 6
languages and with the minimal value of the index
(representing a random text). This step does not
influence the attack.

The attack starts with a short description in an
info card. Computed frequencies of letters in the
encrypted message are presented. In the next step,
an exhaustive search algorithm through all possi-
ble combinations of the key is performed. Un-
like other similar tools, our goal is to demonstrate
the automation of such attacks. Instead of eval-
uating possible plaintexts by the user, each can-
didate plaintext is evaluated automatically with a
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specific�s coring�f�u nction:�t he�M anhattan�distance�
(Minkowski’s� L1� distance)� of� letter� frequencies�
of� the�decrypted� text� from� reference�values.� The�
overall� result� is� displayed� in� a� table� for� all� pos-
sible�keys.� The� table� is�ordered�by� the�obtained�
score,�and�also�contains�the�distances�of�measured�
frequencies�from�the�reference�values�for�each�let-
ter.

In�the�last�step,�a�special�frequency�chart�is�dis-
played,�where� the� letter� frequencies�can�be�com-
pared�with�the�reference�values�for�every�possible�
Caesar�shift�(Figure�4).

2.2� Hill-Climbing�Attack�on�Simple

Substitution�Cipher

Simple�substitution�replaces�letters�of�the�plaintext�
with� letters�of� the�ciphertext�based�on�predefined�
rules.�Each�letter�from�the�plaintext�alphabet�maps�
exactly�to�one�letter�from�the�ciphertext�alphabet.�
In�comparison�with� the�Caesar�cipher2� described�
in� section�2.1,� the�keyspace� (26!� for�English� let-
ters)�of�the�generalized�simple�substitution�can�not�
be�searched�by�brute-force.

This�demonstration� is�similar� to� that�presented�
in� section� 2.1.� Instead� of� searching� the� whole�
keyspace,�we�show�the�students�how�to�use�an�opti-
mization�algorithm�(in�this�case�the�Hill-Climbing�
algorithm)�to�find�the�k ey.�The�goal�was�to�provide�
insights�on� the�details�of� the�Hill-Climbing�algo-
rithm,� and�on�what�happens�during� the�keyspace�
search.�The�main�principle�of�the�attack,�however,�
stays�the�same:�we�explore�a�part�of�the�keyspace�
in�an�intelligent�way,�score�the�used�key�based�on�a�
characteristic�of�plaintext�candidates,�and�present�
the�student�with�the�scores�and�visualization�of�the�
steps.�As�a�scoring�function,�we�use�bigram�statis-
tics� instead� of� just� letter� frequencies.� The� input�
plaintext�must�be�again�an�English�text�3

After�setting�up�the�input,�a�short�description�of�
the�attack�follows.�The�attack�has�only�two�param-
eters:� the�number�of�iterations�and�the�number�of�
restarts�(Figure�6).� The�best�found�key�candidate�
is�presented�in�a�result�card.

There�are� three�additional�and� important�result�
cards.� In� the�first�o�ne,�t he�e volution�o f�t he�score�
and�the�match�rate�is�presented.�There�are�key�can-
didates�in�a�table,�picked�in�different�computation�
cycles�(iterations).� Each�row�contains�the�key,�its

2Which� is� a� subset�of� a�generalized� simple� (also� called�
monoalphabetic)�substitution�cipher.

3The�reference�English�bigram�values�are�calculated�from�
the�Open�American�National�Corpus,�as�probabilities.

score,� the� text� decrypted� using� that� key,� and� the�
match� rate�of� the�decrypted� text.� This�gives�some�
information� about� how� �
was� changed� during� the� search� process.� The�
second� card� visually� compares� the� change� of�
the� score� and� match� rate� during� the� search�
process� (Figure�7,�first�card).

Hill-Climbing� is�designed� to� accept�only�better�
candidates� (improvements).� It� is� also� visible� on�
the� first� card� on� Figure� 7� -� the� score� (marked� as�
Sum)� is�only�decreasing4� during� the�whole�search�
process.� Using� the� third� result� card� the� relative�
change�of� the�match� rate� is�presented.� It’s� impor-
tant� to� show,� that� the�match� rate�does�not� strictly�
follow� the� change� of� the� score.� We� can� accept�
a� new� candidate� that� produces� a� better� score� but�
worse�match�rate�than�the�previous�candidate�(Fig-
ure�7,�second�card).

2.3� Friedman�Test�and�Brute-force�Attack�on

Vigenère�Cipher

The� Vigenère� cipher� is� a� polyalphabetic� substitu-
tion.� The� encryption� consists� of� series� of� Caesar�
ciphers,� depending� on� the� letters� of� a� keyword.�
The� keyword� is� repeated� periodically.� The� first�
step� of� the� analysis� is� the� Friedman� test,� which�
helps�to�determine�the�length�of�the�key.� The�next�
step� is� to� try�all�possible�combinations�of� the�key.�
Each�key�is�evaluated�with�a�specific�scoring�func-
tion� to� find� the� correct� one.� The� input� plaintext�
must�be�an�English�text.

After� setting� up� the� input� text,� the� encrypted�
text� is� displayed.� Letters� shifted� by� the� same�
Caesar� shift� are� highlighted� with� the� same� color.�
This� visualization� helps� to� better� understand� the�
encryption� process.� See� Figure� 2� as� an� example�
(text� is�encrypted�with�a�key�of�length�4).

The�Friedman� test� is� a�well-known�method� for�
determining� the� length�of� the�key� in� the�Vigenère�
cipher� and� is�based�on� the�notion�of� the� index�of�
coincidence�(IC)� .�If� the� text� is�written� in�English,�
then� we� expect� the� value� of� IC� to� be� close� to�
0.065.� If� the� text� was� generated� randomly,� then�
the� expected�value�of�IC�would�be�0.038.

An� English� text� encrypted� by� the� Vigenère� ci-
pher�with�a�key�of� length� r,�can�be�divided� into� r�
cosets�where�each�coset�contains� letters�shifted�by�
the� same�Caesar� shift.� Therefore,� the�value�of� IC�
of�each�coset�is�expected�to�be�close�to�0.065.

4Minimisation� problem� -� the� scoring� function� calculates�
the� distance� of� two� vectors.� The� goal� is� to� find� a� key� that
produces�minimal�distance.
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Figure 2: Education module - text encrypted with
the Vigenère cipher

The most probable value for r is displayed
including the cosets highlighted with different
colors as in Figure 2. For each coset the value of
IC is presented as their average (see Figure 8).
The user can manually change the key length and
watch the changes in the IC value of new cosets.

In the second phase, all possible keys of the
length determined by the Friedman test are gen-
erated5 (brute-force). The ciphertext is decrypted
with each key and its score is evaluated. The cor-
rect key should produce a text with letter frequen-
cies that are closest to reference values (calculated
from a large English corpus).

We calculate the frequency of letters by count-
ing the occurrence of every letter in the text. Con-
verting the absolute frequencies into relative ones
helps to compare the letter frequencies indepen-
dently of the text length. For each key, the com-
puter calculates the statistical distance of letter fre-
quencies of the decrypted text from reference val-
ues.

5Due to computational reason, this phase is limited up to
key length 3. For longer keys, only the Friedman test is per-
formed.

The top 10 results based on the score are pre-
sented in a table using a result card. The most
probable key is the row with the lowest score value
(column named sum). Each row contains the key,
its score, and the decrypted text.

3 The Nomenclator Module

The Nomenclator module is a currently hosting
two projects related to nomenclators. The first
project, called CipherCreator, is a tool that allows
the user to create custom nomenclator keys, while
the second (unnamed) project focuses on manage-
ment of historical nomenclator keys.

The CipherCreator is an Angular application
for creating custom nomenclator keys. Keys cre-
ated with this application have both textual (JSON
format) and graphical (PDF format) representa-
tion. The actual CipherCreator web site allows
the user to encrypt and decrypt custom text mes-
sages with the nomenclator keys.

The nomenclators created with CipherCreator
can have the following cipher parts:

• simple/homophonic substitution,

• bigrams and trigrams,

• code words,

• nulls.

User can select which parts should be included
in the nomenclator, and in which order (priority).
To simplify the nomenclator creation, the appli-
cation provides some predetermined bigrams, tri-
grams, and codewords. The graphical version of
the nomenclator is created using a specific hand-
writing font (there are five preconfigured hand-
writing fonts available). By default, only num-
bers are used as ciphertext symbols. However,
letters and (Unicode) symbols can be also set to
make our system compatible with other systems
and databases. The application also provides the
ability to use custom symbols based on the images
uploaded by the user while setting up the nomen-
clator key. Finally, there is a tool that allows the
user to manually draw new symbols directly on the
web page (Figure 9). The final nomenclator image
can than be displayed on the background based on
several paper types (Figure 10).

The second project is a special client-server ap-
plication that can be used to digitize and store (his-
torical) nomenclator keys. Compared to the DE-
CODE database (Megyesi, 2020), (Megyesi et al.,
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2020),�we�store�less�meta-data,�but�some�new�ad-
ditional� information,� like� the� nomenclator� struc-
ture�described�with�our�own�scheme6.�We�created�
a� notation� to� describe� the� nomenclator� scheme.�
Our� scheme�contains� the� sub-cipher� system�used�
in�the�nomenclator.�The�scheme�also�describes�the�
graphical�structure�of�the�key7.�We�adopted�the�ci-
pher�symbol�representation�from�Megyesi�(2020).�
After�the�analysis�of�our�nomenclator�keys,�we�had�
to�modify�and�extend�this�structure.�This�project�is�
still�Work� in�Progress,�but� the�ultimate�goal� is� to�
combine�both�projects� to�allow�online�encryption�
and�decryption�in�a�similar�way�with�both�custom�
nomenclators,�and�historical�ones.

4� The�Virtual�Museum�Module

The�main�goal�of�the�whole�HCPortal�is�to�support�
research�and�education�in�the�area�of�historical�ci-
phers.�By�using�modern�information�technologies�
we� can� also� combine�our� educational�goals�with�
promoting�the�interest�in�historical�ciphers�among�
general� public.� The� Virtual� Museum� module� is�
based�on�virtual� reality�concept.� In� this�way,�we�
can�present�the�materials�collected�in�HCPortal�in�
a�familiar�,,museum”�style.� We�use�virtual�reality�
engine�for�web�browser.�In�this�way,�materials�can�
be�displayed�online,�even�if�the�user�does�not�have�
a�VR�device.

The�main� concept�of� the�museum� is�based�on�
the�following�ideas:

• Exposition is based on specially prepared
rooms in the virtual reality. Different room
sizes are used to present different amounts of
data. Each room contains some 3D model
such as a table, projector, boards, . . .

• The museum contains an entry point (a spe-
cific room) where the user can select and
watch events. This room also works as a per-
manent event presenting a general descrip-
tion of historical ciphers.

• We can set up an event (exhibition) in the mu-
seum. Each event is connected with a room.

• An event is set up with a configuration. It
contains the event description, the data, the

starting and ending date of the event, author
names, and similar meta-data.

• The data presented in events is represented
as an exhibition item. It contains some meta-
data such as name, description, the format of
the data (text, image, video, or PDF). We are
using only digital image and text document
formats. It allows us to dynamically config-
ure the prepared rooms without the need to
create additional 3D models.

• The rooms can present the content of a PDF
file or images directly on the room walls (into
frames) or on a prepared table (on the placed
3D models of books and papers).

Currently, the creation of museum exhibits is
manual, but we are analysing the options for open
collaboration on creating the museum contents on-
line by registered users. If the reader wants to con-
tribute to the Virtual Museum with some interest-
ing historical ciphers, please contact the authors.
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Appendices

Figure 3: Education module - main screen

Figure 4: Education module - result of the attack on Caesar cipher
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Figure 5: Education module - language guessing

Figure 6: Education module - Hill-Climbing setup and the best key candidate
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Figure 7: Education module - Hill-Climbing details
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Figure 8: Education module - Vigenère cipher ciphertext divided to r cosets
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Figure 9: Nomenclator module - CipherCreator custom symbol drawing

Figure 10: Nomenclator module - CipherCreator nomenclator key with font and paper settings
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